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TOPIC 3:
PERCENTAGE
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PERCENTAGES

A percentage is a number expressed as a fraction of 100
• 50% equals to !"#""

Converting fraction to percentage and vice versa
To find a fraction as a percentage, multiply the fraction by 100
• #

! =
#
! x 100 = 20%

To find a percentage as a fraction, divide the percentage by 100
• 20% = $"#"" = #!

Expressing one quantity as a percentage of another
Eg. Express 2.5 as a percentage of 15
• Step 1: Find the ratio of the 2 numbers in fraction form
• Step 2: Multiply the fraction by 100

Steps:
$.!
#! x 100 = 16 $&% (answer)

Finding total value given a percentage
Eg. If 15% of a man’s salary is $300, what is his salary?
• Step 1: Find out the value of 1% of the amount
• Step 2: Multiply that by 100 to get 100% of the value (total amount)

Steps:
1% of salary = &""#! = $20
100% of salary = $20 x 100 = $2000 (answer)
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For more notes & learning materials, visit:
www.overmugged.com

Sec 1 EOY crash course program

IG handle:
@overmugged
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Join our telegram channel:
@overmuggedlowersec

Need help?

CHOONG HAN JUN

97839558
(Whatsapp)

@hanjunn
(telegram username)

Professionally designed crash course to help you get a condensed revision before your EOY exams!

The 3 hour session focuses on going through key concepts and identifying commonly tested 
questions!

Our specialist tutors will also impart valuable exam pointers and tips to help you maximise your 
preparation and ace your upcoming national exam!

The crash courses will begin in June 2021 and last till Oct 2021.

Pre-register now on our website and secure your slots!

http://www.overmugged.com/
https://www.instagram.com/overmugged/
https://t.me/overmuggedlowersec
https://www.overmugged.com/crashcourses

